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With the advent of the Internet era, electronic channels have become the first choice 
for bank customers for business. But because some of the banking business there is a sign 
of the control links, customers still need to go to the bank counter, restricting the banking 
business development. In order to further promote the development of bank transformation, 
improve the efficiency of self-service, shunt counter pressure, bank mobile self-service 
virtual teller system came into being. The mobile self-service virtual teller system includes 
self-service virtual teller terminal software and removable terminal hardware devices. It 
can realize the debit card application, mobile banking contract, financial account, risk 
assessment, SMS notification signing and other functions. It can be placed in the bank 
network to meet customer self-service business needs and diversion of bank counter 
pressure, but also by the bank staff to carry out to provide customers with on-site service to 
enhance the quality of banking services and extending the service radius. 
In this thesis, through the in-depth analysis of bank mobile self-help virtual teller 
system needs, we developed and implemented a bank mobile self-service virtual teller 
system, using the mainstream MVC architecture and SQL Server database technology. The 
main tasks include: (1) We investigated the current status of the development of the 
existing remote virtual teller system; (2) We conducted the demand analysis and the 
corresponding design to the bank mobile self-help virtual teller system. Firstly, the overall 
overview of the system was discussed, and the functional requirements and nonfunctional 
requirements of the system are discussed. Secondly, the overall design of the system was 
carried out, including system frame structure design and system function framework design. 
Finally, we implemented the system function and information database, including the 
system of the main functional modules and database analysis and design; (3) We developed 
the bank mobile self-service virtual teller system, which mainly includes: user management 
module, mobile phone bank separate signing module, debit card application function 
module, short message notification module, financial account management module and 
financial risk assessment module. The concrete realization code and interface diagram of 
these modules are analyzed; (4) Summarized the full text of the research work, and 
















After a specific coding implementation and system testing, the bank mobile 
self-service virtual teller system has been put into use. At present, the overall operation is 
safe, stable effective. Overall, it achieves the desired goal. The successful application of the 
system is of great significance to the development of banking business in the information 
age. 
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（1）美国 NCR 公司的自助柜员系统采用 J2EE架构和开放的企业级开发平台
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